
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! 

"$845,000 Porsche supercar catches fire at gas station" Fox 

News Staff 

NASCAR team owner Rick Hendrick is now the proud owner 

of the first-ever production 2015 Dodge Challender SRT 

Hellcat thanks to a winning bid of US$825,000 at the 

Barrett-Jackson Las Vegas Collector-Car Auction last 

weekend. Rick Hendrick LEAKS the ElectricwindmillDodge 

Challenger and realizes a near by star will burn for the next 

4 trillion years, Invented by God! 

Intel MacBookPro with a 12 core Xeon. MacBook Pro with 

built in iPhone007 Plus... state of the arts high tech you can 

have for everyone in the USA "Free" after the coup MD Women 

confiscate $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah $$$$$$$$$$$ 
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Gregs Brain + Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts 

started a electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled 

on the MacBook Air + Pro. 

Israel's Netanyahu: Iran poses greater threat than Islamic 

State... this is disinformation by the Jews$ $777 Trillion in 

Mecca + Allah Swiss Banks is the greatest threat and 

Netanyahu knows this! $$$ 

"Free" MacBook Pro for everyone in the USA, after the coup 

MD Women confiscate $777 Trillion from Mecca + Allah 

$$$$$$$$$$$ 

$10 Trillion for the "New Manhattan Project for the Miracle 

Overnight Cure of Breast Cancer" after our Mad Men spent 

hundreds of trillions on endless wars for oil revenues! 

Greg just had the best year "66" thanks to Mary B! Mary B. is 

God's Best Invention. Greg Gets one invention after another 

for SWF + Star Travels to the Nearest 52 Stars, all with Aliens. 

One Near Star will burn for the next 4 Trillion Years, think 

about this when you ask her to be your soul-mate! 600 times 

the age of our current Universe, this star will burn for the 

next 4 trillion years... so will Greg + his souls mates Mary B... 

"Samsung Courts Gamers With 27-Inch Curved Monitor" PC 

Magazine The 27-inch curved monitor includes a Game 

Mode to automatically adjust the action on screen. 0shares. 

Samsung S27D590CS Curved Monitor. 

"Hemingway House Key West Courts writers with 1,001 

Invention Projects in their 1 st Novel in our writers Class! 

"The MacBook Air Ride School Bus" can dissect breast cancer 

down to the quarks spin! On the way to school and on the 

way home! 
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way home! 

iApp invention projects, work 24/7 to invent something on 

your BDay! 

9-29-14 Park your car in Paris... NYC, London, Rome, 

Moscow; iParking Revolution as the new mentality of 1984 II 

Big Brother is to help you find parking spots, help you find 

where you parked, Alerts you and Police to car break in's, 

iMyParked Car has alarm clock iApps for business, students, 

MD's, and some day "Valet" service. 

iParking Revolution as the new mentality of 1984 II Big 

Brother is to help you find parking spots and much more, 

adding Navy + French Fighter Jets laser guided parking 

state of the arts parking and i+Parking! 

9-29-14 Park your Bike in NYC-Paris... Front Page of the NY 

Times today 2 deaths from bikes not having laser guided 

Navy Fighter Jet state of the Arts high tech... head on 

collision with people driving a bike through Central Park. 

And in todays Key West Citizen same story. NY Times of course 

didn't put 800 fiery cop car crashes with 800 deaths, they 

played it safe, 2 deaths. NYPD will send everyone at the NY 

Times to Hell many times when these "Cop Killers" are caught. 

And NY Times has a Swiss Bank Account from BP $ 

ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by 

The New York Times and everyone in our 1984 II Era knows 

this, this is public information in a "Orwellian Society". I 

hope Mary B. makes contact with Greg soon as I can't 

understand why everyone at the NY Times is NOT under 

arrest for "Helping Cop Kill BP Oil". 

Officer Jason was Executed by The New York Times ...
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Officer Jason was Executed by The New York Times!! 1961 film 

"Judgment at Nuremberg" 1980 Suppression of the 

ElectricwindmillFord Escort... Officer Jason was Executed by 

Kennedy, Carter, McCain, Kerry etc $5 Trillion the VA robbed 

from women with Breast Cancer! 

9-29-14 Park your car in Paris... "USA Spy Agencies Urge 

Caution on Phone Deal" By ERIC LICHTBLAU NY Times. 

Homeland Security could have saved 1K of the 19K USA SWF 

women murdered in 2014 but didn't but knew they could 

have if the top brass ever gave the order. 

USA Spy Agencies not using "Caution" but iApps for 

adolescent girls could save their life and a lot more if Big 

Brother was watching out for her... after the coup by MD 

women Big Sister will be our Numb Nuts Dictator... without 

the numb nuts, grin or syphilis on the brain. 

To prevent teen pregnancies, pediatricians should talk with 

their adolescent patients about birth control, starting with 

hormonal implants and IUDs, according to an updated 

policy statement from the American Academy of Pediatrics. 

Intel would never sell you a MacBookPro with a 12 core Xeon 

CPU not thinking you want to invent something! French 

Fighter Jets have a $100 million dollar MacBook Pro with 

several dozen Intel Xeon CPU's! They cut in front of the line 
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several dozen Intel Xeon CPU's! They cut in front of the line 

at Intel HQ! No Intel sold to Fighter Jets not iParking iApp 

writers wanting Star Travels! 

Gregs Brain + Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts 

started a electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled 

on the MacBook Air + Pro. 

9-29-14 Park your car in Paris... NYC, London, Rome, 

Moscow; your iPhone 6 Plus iParking. iTraffic Accidents with 

instant statistics on where every accident happened and 

CAUSE! iHospital Admits, public patient information that 

will help 15 billion people stay out of being admitted to the 

Hospital. iMurder iApps to save the life of Paris women who 

will be murdered by "OJ"! No one reading this has any idea 

how many French Women have been murdered by an "OJ" 

clone! Yet the French gov. bombed Syria the last few days 

when ISIS has not murdered any French Women. This is a 

text book goings-on right out of the 1984 Novel used in a 

University Class. Oh, iTreadmill must become a City of Paris 

Department! i1,001 Invention Projects. Exercise your body 

and mind! 
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9-29-14 Park your car in Paris... "OJ" is the Gasoline Car! 

Mary alive + well in Paris after the savage attack by "OJ" will 

never happen when Mary parks her ElectricWindmillFord 

Escort! 

9-29-14 Park your car in Paris... NYC, London, Rome, 

Moscow; iParking helps you find a Parking Spot putting 

themselves out of business. So how can the City of Paris 

"Create" parking spots? Build an "Eiffel Tower" over a whole 

block of apartments for a parking garage and more 

apartments for 15 billion people. 

9-29-14 Park in Paris... NYC, London, Rome, Moscow; GPS city 

navigation to a parking spot will be a City of Key West 

Department. 

9-29-14 Park in Paris... NYC, London, Rome, Moscow; 

iParking Revolution as the new mentality of 1984 II Big 

Brother is to help you find parking spots, help you find where 

you parked, Alerts you and Police to car break in's, 

iMyParked Car has alarm clock iApps for business, students, 

MD's, and some day "Valet" service. 

9-29-14 Park in Paris... Virginia State Police said Monday 

that a "OJ" suspect charged in the disappearance of a 

University of Virginia sophomore is linked through forensic 

evidence to the abduction and murder of a another college 

student five years ago. Paris has the same story today but the 

2 Women Murdered by the Black from Africa... Elite French 

Men have syphilis on the brain as they knew from African 

Statistics exactly how many SWF French women would be 

murdered by Black "OJ" and they let him go... wow! 

9-29-14 Park your car in Paris... 

9-29-14 Park your car in Paris... 

9-29-14 Park in Paris... 

Crystal Ball, look at no gas stations! No Gas Stations should 

have been Today + 1 Trillion NASA Made cans of H @ -254 C 

should be at every Home + Factory World Wide generating 

electricity + providing 15 Billion People with A/C + ice cold 
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electricity + providing 15 Billion People with A/C + ice cold 

clean drinking water. These things given to 15 Billion 

People, will be the start of Star Travels by NASA!

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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